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Enterprise mobility: Econocom joins the Android Enterprise
Recommended for managed service provider program

Econocom has joined the Android Enterprise Recommended program for managed
service providers. The Google™-led program is aimed at giving customers more
confidence in deploying Android™ and ensuring their enterprise mobility deployment
is as consistent and as current as possible.

This program enables users to benefit from the full spectrum of Android products while
meeting enterprises’ rigorous standards.
Already a Google partner for digital workplace (G Suite and Chrome OS) and the cloud
(Google Cloud Platform), Econocom is now a validated Android Enterprise Recommended
for Managed Service Providers partner for Europe. This validation will allow the group to
strengthen its enterprise mobility expertise.
As a validated MSP partner, Econocom:
• Offers technical expertise via a dedicated team specially trained by Google in Android
implementation and support.
• Provides experience with Android Enterprise Recommended enterprise mobility
management systems.
• Works closely with Google’s teams on planning and support.
• Trains its dedicated teams on the latest Android features and Google-recommended
best practices.

“After becoming France’s first accredited Android zero-touch enrolment integrators, we are
thrilled with this new validation, which will consolidate the group’s position as a leading
enterprise mobility player. Our customers will now have the assurance of quality of our
expertise in one of the most widely-used mobile platforms in the world,” says Benjamin
Dreux, Econocom Head of Workplace Solutions.
“We’re pleased to recognize Econocom as an Android Enterprise Recommended managed
service provider,” said David Still, Managing Director of Android Enterprise Business. “MSPs
in the program demonstrate proven expertise in implementing and supporting Android
deployments. We’re excited that Econocom is stepping up to deliver this expertise on behalf
of customers.”

Notes to Editors:
Google and Android are trademarks of Google LLC.

ABOUT ECONOCOM
Econocom finances and accelerates companies’ digital
transformation. With more than 10,800 employees in 18 countries
and revenue of €3 billion, Econocom has all the requisite abilities to
ensure the successful implementation of large-scale digital projects:
consulting, sourcing and technology management & financing of
digital assets, infrastructure, application and business solution
services, and project financing. Econocom has adopted European
company status (Societas Europaea). The Econocom Group share
has been listed on Euronext Brussels since 1986. It is part of the
BEL Mid and Family Business indices.
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